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Abstract — Implemented and evaluated different algorithms in the context of developing a recommendation system based 

on data gathered from Facebook user profiles. In particular, we are looking at a Collaborative Filtering algorithms, a 

Content Filtering approach, and Naive Bayes, and comparing their performance in terms of standard measures. The 

algorithms draw from principles and techniques in Machine Learning, Information Retrieval, as well as Graph Theory. 

The Facebook graph API was used to scrape friend’s Facebook profile data. This results in a dataset of Facebook user 

profiles in XML format, listing different attributes for a particular user. The ’liked’ TV show and movies sections act as 

the labels for our training and test data , and the rest of the sections are used as the supporting attributes. 
 

Keywords- Recommendation System, Collaborative Filtering, Content Filtering, Naive Bayes, Information Retrieval, 
Graph Theory. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The traditional TV industry is facing threats and challenges due to the development of the mobile internet. This has 

happened due to the evolution of Big Data which is changing the traditional industry. For traditional TV shows, audience 

rating is the metrics whether the show is good or not. Therefore, how to improve the audience rating is an urgent issue for 

traditional TV shows and movies. This paper proposes a TV shows and movies recommendation system. This system is 

based on the machine learning algorithms which can automatically recommend TV shows and movies to the audience in 

accordance to their interest. 

 

Recommendation systems are the one which empower users to use their enormous amount of data and make some informed 
choices in the future. This field of recommender system has gone through a lot of innovation and research. In the same 

spirit, this project focuses on building a recommendation system based on the data collected from Facebook profiles of 
several users. 

 
 

1.1 Goals and Objectives 

The main aim of this project is to predict on what genre of TV shows or movies a user is likely to be interested which will 

be based on their raw Facebook data and then recommending a set of related items to the user. 

 

The objectives of the project are as follows: 

1. Gathering of data from various Facebook profiles using Graph API v2.8. 

2. Pre-processing the raw data using different filtering techniques. 

3. Data Analysis using different Machine learning Algorithms. Building a recommendation system for TV shows based 
on data collected from Facebook profiles of several users. 

4. Performance measurement and comparison of different algorithms. 

 
 

II. DATA SET FOR THE SYSTEM 

Data Set for the proposed system was captured using the Facebook Graph API. The Graph API is the primary way 

to get data out of, and put data into Facebook’s platform. It’s a low-level HTTP-based API that you can use to 

programmatically query data, post new stories, manage ads, upload photos, and perform a variety of other tasks. The Graph 

API is HTTP-based, so it works with any language that has an HTTP library, such as cURL and urllib. 

 

As the newer Graph API v2.8 has a limited user profile information access policy. So, a user is only allowed to access 

his/her friend’s user profile data. By using a python script we obtained data of our friends’ profile. Most of these profiles 
had very less or no information. So, we discarded the profiles of people who listed less than two “likes”. In the end, we  

had almost 900 user profiles to work with. Out of this we randomly selected 20% to be the test users. 

 
 

III. PREPROCESSING OF DATA 

As an initial step, various filtering techniques were applied on the acquired data i.e. the Facebook user profiles as 

well as the metadata on TV shows and movies. The preprocessing step is important to be able to treat the entire data 

uniformly. Following are the filtering techniques that have been applied on the data: 
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Abstract —Cloud computing allows tenants to rent resources in a pay as-you-go fashion. It offers the potential for a more 

cost effective solution than in-house computing by obviating the need for tenants to maintain complex computing 

infrastructures themselves. To achieve this benefit, the right amounts of computing resources need to be given to the 

applications running in the cloud. The amount of resources needed is rarely static, varying as a result of changes in overall 

workload, the workload mix, and internal application phases and changes. To avoid problems, the amount of resources 

allocated to applications should be adjusted dynamically, which brings two main challenges: (1) deciding how much 

resource to allocate is non-trivial since application resource needs often change with time and characterizing runtime 

application behaviour is difficult; (2) application resource needs must be predicted in advance so that the management 

system can adjust resource allocations ahead of the needs. Furthermore, resource-management systems should not require 

prior knowledge about applications, historical data such as application behaviour profiles, and running the resource 

management system itself (including its prediction algorithms) should not be costly. 
 

Keywords-- Cloud Computing, OpenStack, Data Analysis, DevStack, Linear Regression, Nova, Cinder 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Cloud computing enables provisioning the user with a utility of cloud which might be a platform, software or an 

infrastructure as whole. Varying infrastructural and service tools may significantly impact the performance of the 

cloud, its overall usage and in turn, the cost an industry is expending out to purchase that cloud. Monitoring such changes 

is essential for the analysis of the relationship between the usage of the cloud and its users. Monitoring infrastructural 

resources is essential for the building up of frameworks that enables Service Level Agreements based on applications QoS 

requirements. Unless performance guarantees at the level of hardware resources like CPU, Memory and I/O Devices are 

not given, it becomes mandatory to have necessary monitors in place for the infrastructural resources . Both 

Cloud provider and clients are the beneficiaries of resource monitoring. Cloud providers have to monitor the current status 

of allocated resources in order to handle future requests from their users efficiently and to keep an eye on malicious users 

by identifying anomalous behaviour. The analysis of this data would help the client to buy the cloud with the optimised 

value of data required for the operations and cost cutting operation would be successfully implemented. 

The advent of cloud computing in the 20th century, initially lead to a small scale of transfer and sharing data between 

various users. Soon as the time passed by, storage and security of the cloud became the most important aspects to be taken 

care of and many industries started using clouds for their information storage. The concept of storing data in a remote 

location was new to the world, and this technology was supported by construction of huge data centres underground or in 

buildings, supported with high transfer rates of data using fibre optics. The industries today, use data centres which 

constitute of millions of hard disks storage and store trillion bytes of data. On a local level, whenever a person purchases a 

cloud worth a particular cost, the usage is limited to his or her needs. Sometimes the user requires fewer amounts for storage 

and sometimes more. The irregular use of data leads to the excess purchasing of the cloud which directly suggests that a 

user might be purchasing a higher amount but is using it less. 

 

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

 

In a Cloud, hosted applications such as a multi-tier websites may run on group of VMs that span multiple physical hosts. 

These VMs form a resource pool. Due to initial placement and load balancing, the actual deployment of these VMs can 

show an arbitrary topology on physical nodes .As the number of VMs increase, the cloud infrastructure is divided into sub 

clusters, each of which is responsible for resource allocation of one application. In this dissertation, we aim to design, 

implement and evaluate a resource management mechanism that indicates the user usage of the cloud over the period of 

time using metrics provided by OpenStack and Ubuntu and using data analysis provide the user an optimal solution. 

The goal of this project is to create an intelligent resource management scheme in a cloud platform. Uses the combined 

cloud utilization data, we want to create a usage model for a recommender system. Using this recommender system, the 

relevant modification is carried on the specific instance. A resource utilization report is presented to the user along with 

the model recommendations. The analysis step then uses a machine learning algorithms to make an Online Prediction 

Model. Using the prediction model, the needs of the particular instance are extrapolated and the necessary modifications 

are made for the resource allocation. Make a front-end for the user to manage his resource requirements based on the 

recommendations by the usage records. 
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Abstract — Implemented a file downloader using the DPDK network interface for rump kernel. The combined result is a 

userspace TCP/IP stack doing packet I/O via DPDK. DPDK is a framework used to provide a simple, complete framework 

for fast processing of packets in data plane development applications and the framework creates a set of libraries for 

specific environments. The DPDK implements a model known as run to compilation for processing of packets, where all 

resources must be allocated before processing pakects by calling Data Plane applications, running on logical cores as 

execution unit.DPDK also uses a pipeline model which passes packets or messages between different cores via the rings. 
 

Keywords-- Qemu/KVM,DPDK(Data Plane Development Kit),Rump Kernel,Open v-Switch,TCP/IP Stack 

 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

DPDK is used to provide complete framework for fast processing of packets in data plane applications[1]. DPDK 

framework creates an Environment Abstraction Layer (EAL) with the help of set of different libraries for specific 

environments, which is mainly be specific to a mode of the Intel architecture, Linux user space or a specific platform [1]. 

Make files and configuration files are used to creating and building these environments. To create applications using 

DPDK,once the EAL library is created, user links his application with the EAL library [1]. 

The DPDK implements a model known as run to completion model for processing of packets [1]. DPDK also uses a pipeline 

model which passes packets or messages between cores via the rings. This allows different types of work to be performed 

in stages via pipeline and may allow more efficient use of code on cores. Interrupts are not used in this model because of 

the performance overhead imposed due to interrupt processing. 

For DPDK enabled application a DPDK network interface for rump kernel is created and the combined result is a user 

space TCP/IP stack doing packet I/O via DPDK.A rump kernel employs a mechanism for taking an monolithic operating 

system kernel(existing), leaving everything out except drivers, and those drivers are used as a library components. 

 

II. GOALS AND OBJECTIVE 

 

The main goal of this project is to improve the performance of network application by fast packet processing using Data 

Plane Development Kit and better utilization of resources.At the end we will analyse and compare the Performance of 

Network Application working on traditional environment and a DPDK enabled environment. 

 

Figure 1. Packet Processing in Linux 
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Abstract —Malaria is an infectious disease of humans and other animals. It is caused by parasites (a microorganism) of 

Plasmodium genus. Infection is initiated by a bite from an infected female mosquito, which introduces the parasites via 

its saliva into the circulatory system, and ultimately to the liver where they mature and reproduce. Plasmodium species 

are classified into sub-genera based on their morphology, location, and host specificity. On the basis of parasites shape 

and structure these are identified in blood samples. This project removes the human error while detecting the presence of 

malaria parasites in the blood sample by using image processing and automation. We built the malaria detection system 

in a robust manner so that it is unaffected by the exceptional conditions and achieved high percentages of sensitivity, 

specificity, positive prediction and negative prediction values. 

 
 

Keywords- Grayscale Image, RBCs Extraction , Parasitemia, Edge detection technique. 

 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Malaria is a life-threatening parasitic disease, caused by the protozoan parasites of the Plasmodium genus. It is transmitted 

through the bite of a infected female Anopheles mosquito. Once the parasites are introduced inside the human body, they 

undergo a complex life cycle in which it grows and reproduces. In this process, the red blood cells (RBCs) are used as hosts 

and are destroyed afterwards. Hence, the ratio of RBCs infected cells to the total number of red blood cells called 

parasitemia is important in determinant in selecting the appropriate treatment and drug dose. Present diagnosis of malaria 

infection is done by searching for parasites in blood slides (films) through a microscope manually which introduces human 

errors and results in low accuracy and sensitivity for the malaria detection. 

 

WHO reported that there were 304 million new cases of malaria worldwide. The WHO accounted African Region for most 

global cases of malaria (90%), followed by the South-East Asia Region (7%) and the Eastern Mediterranean Region (2%). 

Last year, approximately 429 000 malaria deaths (range 235 -639 ) worldwide. Most of these deaths occurred in 

the African Region (92%), followed by the South-East Asia Region (6%) and the Eastern Mediterranean Region (2%). 

Malaria killed an estimated 303 000 under-fives globally, including 292 000 in the African Region. Malaria claims the 

life of 1 child every 2 minutes and remains a major killer of under-fives. 

 
 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

”World Health Organization what is malaria?” Illustrate a technique for identifying the malaria for blood cell 

images. This paper involves the counting of Blood cell using an adaptive OTSU thresholding technique which use to 

segment the image and separate the RBC and WBC for Counting? The paper also considers the area of cells to declare 

severity. The paper uses SVM as Classifier for Paper ID: SUB156521 declaring the result of whether the patient is 

affected by Malaria or Not. The proposed automated method of segmentation and classification of cell is simple. An 

approach is proposed to detect red blood cells with consecutive classification into parasite infected and normal cells for 

estimation of parasitemia. The extraction of red blood cells achieves a reliable performance and the actual classification 

of infected cells. Sensitivity of system is 93.12%, and Specificity is 93.17%. Shape based and statistical features are 

generated for classification. The features are selected for recognition of two classes only. This approach leads to the high 

specialization of each classifier and results in an overall increase in accuracy. 

 

In ”Analysis of Detecting the Malaria Parasite Infected Blood Images Using Statistical Based Approach ” introduces a 

blood image processing for detecting and classifying malarial parasites in images of Giemsa stained blood slides, in order 

to evaluate the parasitemia of the blood. To detect the red blood cells that are infected by malarial parasites, statistical 

based approach is used. To separate automatically the parasites (trophozoites, schizonts and gametocytes) from the rest of 

an infected blood image, color, shape and size information are used and later the image is compared with infected images 

after transformation of image by scaling, shaping to reconstruct the image. The images returned are statistically analysed 
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 Using Open CV over MATLAB for Implementing Image Processing Application on CUDA GPU to achieve 

better execution speedup. 
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